PMP Exam Preparation Placemat
**Synopsis**

Are you preparing to take PMI’s PMP(R)? You need this study aid! The LGd Exam Preparation Placemat is an 11” x 17” double sided full color guide to all the information you need to pass the PMP(R) exam. Based on the 2012 5th edition of the PMBOK Guide(R), this placemat shows all 47 processes with the connecting relationship along with every formula, modeling technique, and major table you need to pass the exam. This is the one tool every PMP(R) candidate must have!
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**Customer Reviews**

Good working tool to pass PMP an ABSOLUTE MUST have.

It’s an extremely handy quick reference guide both in studying for the PMP and as a double-check while managing projects at work. I will continue to use this for a long time.

Too big and was off on a couple areas

A good summary of the PMI knowledge required for the exam
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